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Introduction 
With the Advantage software, Starfish Technologies has focused on providing an intuitive tool to assist Audio 
Describers to create and deliver high quality Audio Description for broadcast, theatrical release, DVD or multi-
media. Whilst the Operations Manual for Advantage is comprehensive, it may seem a little daunting when you 
are new to AD. We hope that this short "How To" guide to both the software and the creative process will help 
you to become familiar with the typical challenges of completing an AD project. 

This guide has been prepared with significant input from a working Audio Describer with over 10 years' 
experience of describing programmes for broadcast TV and theatrical DVD. The tips and suggestions are 
therefore based on the views of an experienced user, they are not hard and fast rules, nor necessarily specific to 
using Starfish Technologies AD products. 
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Preparation 

Stay Fresh: 

A new project (especially your first) always comes with its fair share of apprehension, excitement and curiosity 
as to what is to come. No two TV programmes or movies are ever the same and just as every production has its 
own style and "vocabulary", so should the Audio Description that you provide for it. The first step therefore 
should be to take a mental "deep breath", leave behind whatever you may have been working on before and look 
at the new AD script as a clean sheet of paper. Treating every project as a brand new experience will keep your 
"descriptive powers" fresh and stop you getting into a rut (although getting into a "groove" with a long running 
series can be extremely rewarding!).  

To Watch or not to Watch: 

When first starting out and if you have the time, it may well be useful to watch the material you are going to 
work on to get a feel for style, content and language. Making notes is a good idea but beware, of course, not to 
let your knowledge of the movie or programme creep into your script so that you give away any characters or 
plot points before they should be introduced! As you become more comfortable with the process, going in "cold" 
without watching through first may well become your preference.  

TIP – Select the Media tab and then – select 'View media full screen' option. 

Help and Resources: 

Some basic preparation is always advisable and there are useful sources of help including: 

 TV series websites can provide episode break-downs and other helpful information such as cast lists. For 
feature films even more information is typically available including trailers, synopses and cast lists etc.  

 Scripts – If you can get hold of the post production spotting script and end credit crawl, these are extremely 
useful. 

 Thesaurus – On-line or in book form is always handy! 

 Refer to the comprehensive Advantage User Guide. If you don't have it to hand, or as a shortcut on your 
desktop, it can be found under Windows 'All Programs' – 'Starfish Technologies Ltd' - 'Advantage' – 
'Documentation'. 
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Getting Started 
With all your tools and resources in place, it's time to get going on your project and "drive" your software. 
Advantage is a pure AD tool. Having been designed specifically for those of us who may be more at home with 
words than computers, it really is a question of learning a few basics to get working and discover that Advantage 
is very much a help not a hindrance! Here is a quick Step-by-Step to setting up a typical project, with the 
assumption that one person is working on the whole programme/project.  

 Open the Advantage Authoring software application. 

 From the drop-down "File" menu select: "Create/Open Database Programme…". 

 Select "Create New Programme" from the bottom left hand corner of the "Create/Open Programme" box. 

 Select either the Advantage Default settings or those for your specific site or customer. 

 Enter at least the programme name in the "Property Editor" screen. (Different companies/ broadcasters may 
require more information in other fields too). 

 Back on the "Create/ Open Programme" box, double click on your project name. 

 Re-enter your project name in the "New Group Details" box. (Again this procedure may vary slightly if you 
are one of several people working on a "Group" as part of an overall project). 

 Now, once you've clicked on "OK" your project will be open and all that remains is to open up your media 
source. 

 From the drop-down "Media" menu select either "Open Video File" - This is the selection you should 
choose for all media files that are compatible with Advantage, apart from when you are using IPV 
SpectreView encoded media when you should select "Open SpectreView Media". 

 Select the appropriate media file then "OK".  

 From the "Programme" drop-down menu select "Change site defaults" and confirm the correct fps, or 
modify it to match your specific media for this project. 

 Lastly, make sure your software time-code and the time-code on your media match by right-clicking on the 
Advantage time-code box, selecting "Offset Timecode" and changing the number to match your media 
accordingly! 
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Get Writing! 
You are now ready to write your first description so here are a few keyboard shortcuts that will be useful. A full 
Numpad guide is include at the end of this document. 

 Numpad 0 = Timecode In 

 Numpad Enter = Timecode Out 

 Numpad 5 = Start/Stop playback 

 Numpad 1 = "Rewind" media 

 Page Up and Page Down to insert a new description and move between descriptions 

 

The single biggest challenge in AD is to decide where to insert your cues so that you are working, as far as 
possible, with the narrative flow and keeping up with the key action without either pre-empting too far in 
advance, or playing "catch up" long after a "moment" has passed. Whilst every project presents its own unique 
challenges, here is a basic approach to identifying a suitable moment for description. 

 Identify "what" needs to be described to clarify character, location, action, time or object. This is where you 
are making an editorial decision regarding what is most important for the audience to understand outside any 
spoken content. 

 Find a moment where there is a suitable lull in dialogue or narration to start your description. This may be 
slightly before or after a shot change or an action has occurred. Sometimes you will have the luxury of a 
lengthy dialogue-free section, at other times you will have to choose the single most important plot-relevant 
element to describe, perhaps in the midst of fast and furious action! 

 However frustrating it may be, as characters keep talking over scenes containing prime elements for AD that 
may even seem essential to describe, remember you should always avoid writing over dialogue. Keep going 
back and forth over the section of the programme and rest assured, you will find a way and a moment to 
convey what is needed for the audience. 

 To ensure that you do not "crash" over dialogue and to provide a pleasing pause between soundtrack voices 
and AD, a gap of at least 6 frames is recommended, however sometimes in fast moving action you may, for 
short but essential observations be forced to reduce this to 3 frames. 

 Some describers prefer to go through the whole programme and insert "markers" for AD moments i.e. 
identifying a whole series, perhaps a whole programme's worth of potential "In Points". I personally prefer 
to totally complete a moment or scene with a completed description, then move on to the next. 

 Having decided on where to start your description, where do you stop? Choosing your "Out Point" can be as 
tricky as identifying the start. A long "establishing shot" may leave you with an equally long (and possibly 
very wordy) paragraph which will be a nightmare to record cleanly in a single take. Remember: you can't 
"pick up" a recording from the middle of a description; you have to record each cue as a whole! Identify 
suitable moments to break up your description to help both you and the audience digest what is going on. 
E.g. Use the soundtrack; swells or changes in music and mood might provide "punctuation" for your 
descriptions, allowing both you and the programme to breathe! 

 Let the soundtrack work for you. Longer fast moving scenes may be broken up in terms of description by 
interjections of dialogue (don't worry about grunts and other non-verbal interjections too much) but other 
sounds might be useful. Timing your description to lead into a gunshot, door slam or other sound effect not 
only sounds good, but avoids the AD writer falling into the trap of describing the audibly obvious! 
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Timing 

Having identified both In and Out Points and written what you feel is appropriate, how can you be sure that what 
you've got fits into the timing? Some people swear by reading speeds provided by software, and these can indeed 
provide a useful guide, particularly if someone else is to voice what you have written, but I believe there's 
nothing like rehearsal! Reading descriptions out loud may get you a few funny looks in an open plan office but 
people will soon get used to it and you can go into a recording session comfortable that what you've written is 
going to work in practice! 

During recording you may find that you finish recording before an Out Point (Although it happens occasionally, 
it is very rare to find that you start speaking so far after an In Point that it might need to be trimmed.) And if you 
feel that you are happy with the content and don't need to add anything to your description, you can absolutely 
trim cues "on the fly" whilst recording to make them neater. Use "Numpad Enter" for the Out Point and 
"Numpad 0" for the In Point, but do be careful not to over-trim and cut yourself off. 
Check every take by pressing "Numpad 9" to play each cue back before moving on. 

Fade Depth: 

Many describers will leave the Fade depth set at -12dB for all their descriptions and most broadcasters will 
specify a fixed fade level for all projects. However if your client requires you to deliver a definitive AD track 
which will not be remixed but put straight onto a DVD or other soundtrack, then you could, with time 
permitting, use judgement to adjust the level to suit quiet or louder moments in the programme. 

Fade Shape: 

This really is a matter of personal preference and taste. In an ideal world you could "tune" the value of every 
description to suit the mood and volume of the programme at that moment. As a general guide a fade shape of 0 
frames does sound very abrupt and off-putting, 6 frames is gentle but often impractical unless working with a 
very "evenly paced" piece. A typically used fade is 3 frames. 

 

The joy and challenge of Audio Description is that there is no "right" solution to narrating any scene. Specific 
clients may have particular scripting requirements but whilst there are no hard and fast rules in AD, we have 
listed below some tips to avoid simple errors. 

 Don't – Write over dialogue or reveal plot points before they have occurred (The two basics). 

 Do – Use varied and relevant language that is suited to the intended audience and will not clash with the 
style or vocabulary of any dialogue 

 Don't – State the obvious! E.g. If it has been established that a character has a gun, intends to shoot it and 
there is the sound of a gunshot; "He fires the gun" could be perceived as patronising and unnecessary! 

 Do – Use "camera directions". It was established a few years ago that this technique is appreciated and can 
be useful. So, "cuts", "fade to black", "dissolve" etc. can be used. E.g. "The point of view moves down a 
dark corridor…". 

 Don't – Give away character names before they have been introduced. However, it may occasionally be 
appropriate to cheat on this for the sake of clarity! If you are working on a sequel it's usually alright to 
assume that characters from previous films/episodes are already familiar. 

 Do – Edit your descriptions carefully, keeping in what is relevant to the plot and scenario. Unfortunately 
movies and programmes aren't made with AD in mind so even though a setting may be sumptuous or a detail 
too enticing to miss out, you may have to because of lack of available time. 
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Recording 
This can be the most interesting part of the process where carefully crafted scripts are brought to life. As there 
are as many possible recording studio solutions, and these are not going to be covered in this document, the 
simple observation that can be made is that money spent on a good microphone is money well spent! 

Below is a short list of the basic check points when recording: 
 You can control recording by either clicking on the icons to the right of the media control panel, or by using 

three keys on your keyboard's number pad: 7 for Record, 9 for Playback, and 8 to Stop 

 If you make a mistake or aren't happy with your recording, simply go for another take by pressing "7" again 
(or "Delete" then "Record" again using the record icons if you prefer) 

 Record timing and reading pace can be monitored by either following the coloured bar in the record box or 
by watching the cue line above the script panel. If you're recording your own script, finding you've written 
too much for the available time can involve some on-the-spot editing but if you find that you've finished well 
before the "Out" time then you can of course re-time the end of the cue using the number pad "Enter" key to 
trim the "Out" time 

It is always worth checking what you have recorded at the end of each programme (or reel in the case of 
movies). Just click on "Tools" at the top of the screen, then "Check Audio Files", "Run Checks" and assuming all 
is well, "Close". Any cues which have descriptions missing can be viewed with one click and re-voiced. 

A note on voicing style: 

Audio Description offers a unique voice-over challenge. The delivery is required to be clear, concise and neutral 
but at the same time not clash with the atmosphere or action in the movie or programme being described. Audio 
Describers should ideally be able to empathise with the atmosphere and pace of the project, paying careful 
attention to the energy of the spoken delivery but without getting into "acting" i.e. don't whisper your way 
through the romantic or tense moments, avoid comedy voicing or trying to "add" to laughter moments and whilst 
upping your energy during a fight or battle sequence, try not to turn into a sports commentator! 

When you become familiar with using Advantage, we hope you find it a powerful and easy-to-use tool that 
allows you to focus on honing your writing and voicing skills to provide the very best experience for the Audio 
Description audience. 
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Numeric Keypad Overlay 
You must have NumLock turned on for Advantage to use the numeric keypad of a standard full-size keyboard. 
If using a laptop PC you are strongly advised to use an external keyboard, or if you can track one down (they are 
available), an external numeric keypad. 
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The Advantage Workstation User 
Interface 

Advantage Workstation is an easy-to-use Windows program. Many of the text editing commands mirror those of 
standard Windows text editing programmes. The application workspace is split into distinct areas as shown 
below. 
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History panel Shows a list of descriptions, with the current description highlighted blue. The number of 
descriptions displayed before and after the current description can be user defined. Each description panel shows 
In Cue, Out Cue, Duration and programme-sound Fade depth. Additionally the currently selected description also 
shows an approximate word per minute reading speed for the duration available. This can be a useful guide to 
the suitability of the description content for the recording time available. 

Information panel Shows the current description with In Cue, Out Cue, Duration and Fade depth. The panel also 
shows the audio waveform of the current description if a recording exists, and a recording/playback progress bar 
of the selected description. 

Video Controls These buttons mimic the more efficient key commands for controlling video playback. 

AD Recording Controls These buttons mimic some of the more efficient keyboard controls for description 
recording and playback. They also offer visual feedback for recording mode. 

Video scroll bar Shows an indicative position within the video file of the current frame. It can be used to "scrub" 
quickly through the video (when not in locked mode), but it does not allow accurate positioning to a specific 
timecode. 

Timeline Shows descriptions graphically on a timeline along with a representation of fade depth and fade 
duration. 

Description number Shows the current description reference and the total number of descriptions. 

Timecode Locked / Not locked Indicates whether the descriptions are locked to the video timecode for reviewing 
and/or cue point entry during video playback. 

Workspace panel This shows the currently loaded programme and any editing groups within it. 

Advantage offers some degree of layout customisation that is saved on a per-user basis. In a large networked 
environment this layout "follows" the user, so if you have to work on a different PC then you will still maintain 
your Advantage screen layout when you log on (assuming you use the same credentials that is). 

Please note that in order to use the video transport controls and timecode cue setting functions it is 
essential that you use a full size keyboard with a numpad. A laptop keyboard with numpad keys 
accessed via a combination key-press is not suitable. You can only usefully use a laptop keyboard if you 
connect a separate USB numpad keyboard of which there are several available on the market. 
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